**INSTALL POST AND CLAMP**

1A Reposition clamp bracket if required

**IMPORTANT NOTE**
Ensure clamp is fully flush against the back of the desk

1B Install clamp pad

**NOTE**
Thumb screw is removable if required.

1C Position post and clamp onto desk

**IMPORTANT NOTE**
Ensure all mounting screws are properly engaged with a minimum of 4 x 360˚ turns into the display. Under or over-insertion may cause damage to the equipment or injury to personnel.

1D Fully tighten clamp pad to the underdesk

**USEFUL TIP**
Additional tightening can be achieved by using a 4mm allen key into toolless adjuster (not supplied)

**ATTACH MONITOR MOUNT PLATE TO MONITOR**

3A Use screws supplied
Be sure to select correct length

Screws over-inserted
Screws under-inserted

**IMPORTANT**
Ensure bolt is fully tightened (4 to 7NM recommended torque)

3B Use either of the two channels on the post to install arm

3C Release buttons to clamp arm to post

**NOTE**
Thumb screw is removable if required.

3D Slide arm onto the chosen channels of the post

**USEFUL TIP:**
The tool on the tip of the clamp screw can be used to fix the bracket.

**INSTALL MONITOR CABLES INTO CABLE MANAGEMENT FEATURES**

5A Compress and hold both buttons

5B Rotate cables to clamp arm to post

**NOTE**
Ensure you leave enough free cable to avoid stretching or snagging at all positions.

**INSTALL MONITOR TO ARM**

4A Use either of the two channels on the post to install arm

Support screen and then compress buttons to adjust screen to required height

4B Release buttons whilst still supporting the screen

**USEFUL TIP:**
The tool on the tip of the clamp screw can be used to fix the bracket.

**HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT**

6A Ensure to lift monitor whilst adjusting the height

6B Release buttons whilst still supporting the screen

**OPTIMAL**
Fit security screw if required

7A Security screw locks monitor to arm

**IMPORTANT**
Ensure you leave enough free cable to avoid stretching or snagging at all positions.

**MAXIMUM SCREEN WEIGHT**
6.5KG/14LB

**PRINT SIZE - A3**
420MM X 297MM